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**Timing**

**Introduction (2:00 - 2:05 pm ET)**
Welcome to today's #CovidIVP Twitter chat. We are talking about injury science's role in #Covid-19 response and recovery.

To participate in the chat, use & follow #CovidIVP.

Q1: Introduce yourself: Who are you and what is your role in injury and violence prevention?

**Main Questions**

2:05 - 2:15 pm ET
Q2: What information/data can you share on COVID-19's impacts on injury and violence prevention?

2:15 - 2:25 pm ET
Q3: What role does the field of injury and violence prevention play in responding to COVID-19 impacts on injury and violence?

2:25 - 2:35 pm ET
Q4: What resources do you know of that can aid injury and violence prevention during the COVID-19 response and recovery?

2:35 - 2:45 pm ET
Q5: What are some good examples you have seen of how people and organizations have addressed injury and violence prevention during Covid-19?

2:45 - 2:55 pm ET
Q6: What lessons have we learned from how we pivoted injury and violence prevention work during the COVID-19 response, that we want to continue to move forward during the COVID-19 recovery? (ex., telehealth with OUD, pivoting to virtual interventions)

**Closing and Thank You**

2:55 - 3:00 pm
Well, that's all the time we have today. HUGE thank you to everyone for sharing advice and resources about injury science's role in COVID-19 response & recovery. #CovidIVP

Even though the twitter chat is ending, let's keep the conversation going by using #CovidIVP on future relevant tweets.

Follow #SAVIR_org and the other leaders who participated in this chat for more information on #CovidIVP and other injury & violence related issues.